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voiceless section of Indian society 

Subaltern

Subaltern

Subaltern

A Prisoner’s Note Book

Dominant

Subaltern

Marxist Sociology start from the premise that the primary function of social

organization is the satisfaction of basic human needs–food, clothing and shelter.

Subaltern : adj successively : holding or held of a vassal : (of officers) under
the rank of captain : Particular(log) : being at once genus and species of a
higher genus(log) n.a subordinate : a Subaltern officer : a proposition different
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Throughout Mahasweta Devi's varied fiction, women's subjugation is portrayed
as linked to the oppressions of caste and class. But in the best of her writing
she quite brillantly, and with resonance Explores the articulation of class, cast,
and gender in the specific situations she depicts.
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obscene unauthorised

The merciless exposure

of the self in its entirety.
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merciless

1. To use the same words in poetry as are used in ordinary conversation.

2. To reveal the sound of the word, used in ordinary conversation, more sharply in the poem.

3. To break loose the traditional association of words and coin unconventional and here-to-

force unaccepted combination of words.

3. To transmit dynamically the massage of the restless existence and the sense of disgust in a

razor sharp language.

ordinary conversation

razor sharp language
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I’m Not a Bisexual; I’m a Gay as a Goose: Memory, Discourse
and Paralogy in Dattani’s Mango Soufflé

Manodip Chakraborty

Abstract : The unerring panoptical presence of a heterosexual gaze constitutes the central
crux of India’s first gay film. The spatiality of the enclosed land, coupled with the music of
a heterosexual marriage just outside the periphery, served as the stimulus generator for the
characters’ inner traumas – their desperate struggle to give meaning to their existence;
which is somewhat different from what the society prescribes. Confronting the dark
discourses of cultural normativity, Dattani used the elements from his own play to create the
semiotic sphere of articulation. Towards the end, the crucial discovery of the men-to-men
copulating photograph by the heterosexual representatives, leaves the audiences not with
cathartic effect but with tragic alienation. Baffled with the crude unfolding of events, one
ought to contemplate on the meaning of human individuality. This paper thus proposes to
analyse Dattani’s use of triggering mechanisms adopted from his play, by which he wished
to unearth the dystopia of subjective formulations, functioning right under the surface of a
visible democratic utopia and his proposal of an alternate human subjectivity.
Keywords: Memory, Aphasia, Cognition, Equivalence, Discourse
Introduction : Written and directed by Mahesh Dattani, India’s first Sahitya Akademi
Award-winning dramatist, Mango Soufflé (2002) has transformed the semiotics of the
Indian cinematic genre. A not so straight movie - it has naturally drawn negative criticisms
for challenging the prescribed norms. Dattani’s oeuvre mainly “draws attention by its
contemporary relevance while representing the urban middle class in general” (Kumar and
Prakash 110). Employing homogenization, post-independent India has evolved itself out of
the mold of westernization – consciously eliminating its distinct voices. Through the spatial
and temporal articulations, its inhabitants were made to feel alienated from each other.
Dattani strikes at this artificial ‘equivalent’ conspiracy. By situating the narrative within an
isolated sphere, it evokes the audience’s cognition about the “identity, unpacking the collective
as multiple bodies with distinct histories and oddities, inhabitants of separate territories, yet
participants in civil society” (Oommen 347).

The central crux of the narrative arises out of the characters’ self-imposed ‘hysteric
confrontations’ –“that is to say, not only have no perceptible changes in the nervous system
been found in this illness, but it is not to be expected that any refinement of anatomical
techniques would reveal any such changes” (Freud 41). The absence of legitimized sexual
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discharge mechanism has left them prone to repression. The proneness to repression is not
the only contributor to human memory, which is divided into two broad categories, the
conscious and the unconscious apparatus. The conscious part is a construct of the cultural
schemata and the unconscious part is a configuration of individual repression(s). What
emerges out of this dystopic synthesis is not a ‘single’ subject, but a ‘split’ object. The rise
of popular media, in this respect, encompasses the whole of conscious cognition.  Kamlesh,
Sharad, Deepali, Bunny Singh, Ranjit are all oscillating betweenidentification of pre-given
societal norms and the stimulus of their inner ‘pleasures’. Their discharge apparatus could
only function in the absence of societal restriction – in an isolated mango garden. This
spatial geography with its huge distinct walls – marks a separation between the manifested
societal products and the inner libidinal desire(s). Therefore any form of ‘uncanny’ revelation
is possible in this isolated atmosphere. The discovery of the homo-erotic, man-to-man
copulating photograph in this sense provided the semiotic stimulus – a key to unlock the
repressed memories of ‘identified’ characters. Even Bunny Singh, the most identified
character, who has in order to be ‘accepted’ as a cultural product,consciouslyrepressed
his homosexual apparatus, breaks out in a soliloquy : “I try to survive in both the worlds
and it seems I don’t neither… I was chosen for this part…I lie to myself first and I continue
to lie to millions of people”(Dattani 01: 06: 10 – 01: 07: 39). In this sense, Human memory
is never a static element – every time it encodes and decodes, it subjects itself to the spatial
and temporal aspect of cultural context. Therefore “the point is that…memory is culturally
determined ways of looking at human beings” (Wierzbicka 13). It is the ontology of real,
without any tinge of reality.

Dattani adequately employed the technique of flashbacks, in order to unfold the synthetic
mechanisms of repressive memories thatgo in the construction of an individual. By adjoining
the present state conditioned by past elements, this device provided coherence to the
verbal discourses. In multi-layered revelations, Kamlesh’s abrupt invitation to all his closeted
mates was conditioned by his ‘angel in the house’ sister’s heterosexual marriage with Ed.
This incident in turn was conditioned by Ed’s(heterosexual) transformation from Prakash
(homosexual); which in turn was sparked off by a disastrous one-sided homo-erotic relation
with Kamlesh. The spiralling nature of present temporality was therefore totally engulfed by
the past’s spatiality. In this respect what differs a human being’s repressive state from any
other animal(s), is its consumption of thepast. It is a superfluous element erected to counter
any potential individual phenomenon and to configure the paralogy ofconscious rational
memory. It pushes a man’s “steps as a dark, invisible burden…an imperfect tense, that can
never become a perfect one (Nietzsche 61).

In this context, the functionalism of Kiran in the narrative is Dattani’s search for an
alternative. Is it really possible to construct human existence withoutpast memory? Is the
human consciousness can really transform from non-real to real?This search surfaced in the
context of false analogies between Deepali and Sharad. Sharad, acting out Prakash in the
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discourse, is providing justifications for possible reasons – leading to a break up with
Kamlesh. The prominent absurd reason is his desire to change himself from homo to hetero
– a detachment from his past (memory) and a continuation of free will. At this point she
exclaims: “but, is that possible!” (Dattani 01:02:17-18), which is countered with a staunch
denotative utterance from now Ed “of course it’s possible” (Dattani 01:02: 19-20).However,
the uncanny presence of heterosexual marriage soon provides the impetus – announcing
nothing exists outside memory. Culture ‘remembers’ and by one way or the other it makes
sure that its potential objects too, remember the constructs – whether in the form of
ceremonial audio or through the presence of “dreadful children” (Dattani 00:15:13-14),
dressed in their respective attires – the objects in circulation. The concrete memory of
heterosexuality has been configured as a norm to produce more raw materials. It is being
“strengthened by legislation, religious fiat, media imagery, and efforts at censorship” (Rich
29).Nothing escapes culture’s panoptical presence; it must firmly establish what is just from
what is unjust. It was thus imperative that the photograph- – the realpleasure of two
human beings, must first be discovered not by the partakers, but by cultural products – the
boy and the girl. The enclosed land must appeal to the children and in doing so they must
be made aware of the right tools for constructing memory. The justification of their new
semiotic discovery must therefore never come from the rogue subjects, dared to give
expression to their inner-self; but from those neurotic objects, operating outside the closed
periphery of the garden, who by suppressing or eliminating their primal desire(s), have
identified with the structured norms. The stereotypical objects therefore erected the
paradoxical temporality in which the characters “don’t know what else to be” (Dattani
01:13:21-22). The thrust of objectification is so much so that any contrary standpoint will
stumble upon inits presence. Ed’s desire for identification with the stereotypesis neither
based on any structure nor on cognition. He is an object still contradicting himself for being
a cultural subject, something that “matter” (Dattani 01:16:22-23), and something that “no
one will never know” (Dattani 01:11:04-05) – therefore when the situation demanded a
confrontation with those forces to “look them in the eye and come back” (Dattani 01:15:49-
50), he prostrated before the presence of an omnipotent force, something from which there
is no escape.

The semiotic dimension of culture has, therefore, the endowment to enforce superficial
laws; “the “subject” who emerges as a consequence of this repression becomes a bearer or
proponent of repressive law” (Butler 107). The humancognition, however, is never evolved
as a place where a continuous repression can take place – it is therefore, in a continuous
search for an exterior discharge apparatus. The resultant equivalency in this context made
the individual(s) a neurotic. Ranjit’s drinking habit, Kamlesh’s extensive drawings,Sharad’s
crockery obsession, Bunny Singh’s continuous smiling, Prakash’smacho two wheeler,are
all the manifestations of such a defence mechanism(s). The characters’ resultant homophobia
towards a heterosexual norm is not thus conditioned by a discharge of inherent sexual

I’m Not a Bisexual; I’m a Gay as a Goose
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pleasure, but by a context ofconfigured memory sets. In doing so, they have inflicted more
pain on themselves than culture possibly could; as Sharad has rightfully justified that in
order to be a successful individual, one needs to construct their memory, their consciousness
according to the erected value sets: “all it needs is a little bit of practise…never ever sit with
your legs crossed…occupy as much room as you can…and walk as if you’ve got cricket
bat between your legs…and what’s a speech?...no flattery vowels” (Dattani 01:03:44-
01:04:11). All that matters is the practice ofproper value sets; to flood the prefrontal cortex
and through repetitive practices, transform them into permanent memories. These value
sets are

not only the generators of new meanings, but also a condenser of cultural memory.
It has the capacity to preserve the memory of its previous contexts. It is a metonymy
of a reconstructed integral meaning, a discrete sign of a non-discrete essence. The
meaning space itself enters into relationship with the cultural memory (tradition)
already formed…the consciousness of the audience (Lotman 18).

The ambiguity of identification reached its apogee through Bunny Singh and Ed’s
confrontations. Bunny Singh, the self-proclaimed “liberal minded person”(Dattani 00:27:57-
58) – successfully transformed himself into a cultural subject. A popular actor, acting as the
representative of the ‘ideal male’ in “HamaraParivar”(Dattani 00:12:46-47), stands in isolation
as Dattani’s critic of media manipulation. What was structured as the purveyor of knowledge,
media in the hands of culture has become the concealer of knowledge. The traditional
assumption about knowledge was the justification by an individual, but in the hands of
media, it has becomea mediated construct. It now circulates itself in the collective level and
constructs the individual cognition; therefore individual memories “can only gain social
relevance through media representation and distribution” (Erll 113). The constructivism of
knowledge is thus functioning on use-value, and as Lyotard has observed: “knowledge is
and will be produced in order to be sold; it is and will be consumed in order to be
valorized in a new production” (31). This valorization has erected a panoptical system of
absence presence. Being present at the level of audience perception, it can actively control
the audience’s cognition, but the absent gaze of a camera always haunts its performers. In
an effort to conform to the decorum of civility, this often pushes the individual over the
edge, – repressing their individuality to the level of perversion. As Bunny Singh has justified:
“You can always have sex in the side”(Dattani 00:54:47-48), such a justification of a
homosexual eros is the repressed memory under the camera. The camera mechanism in
short is a

“raw” historical document…more interesting is the illusion of filming… “They lived
as if we(camera operators) were not there”. An absurd, paradoxical formula –
neither true, nor false: Utopian. There one sees what the real never was (but “as if
you were there”), without the distance that gives us perspectival space and depth
vision. Pleasure in the microcosmic simulation…it is the camera lens that like a
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laser, comes to pierce lived reality in order to put it to death.” (Baudrillard 27-28)
Ed’s newfound value sets are, therefore, an attempt to synthesize with the omnipotent
structurality, to be identified with the “real man” (Dattani 01:01:47-48), away from the “den
of …own little bubble”(Dattani 01:02:02-08). Such a search for catharsis is malleable since
this is merely an alteration of signifiers – that is always evoked through “substitutions,
transformations, and permutations…from a history of meaning…a history – whose origin
may always be reawakened or whose end may always be anticipated in the form of
presence” (Derrida 352-353).

Dattani’s search “for another “syntax”, another “grammar” of culture is crucial” (Irigaray
145), as the superimposed cultural normativity has transformed the individual cognitions
into organless bodies – a price that the subjects have to pay for “living in India” (Dattani
00:20:15-16). His characters are strategically portrayed to voice their own unconscious.
As Dattani has remarked in the preface of his play On a Muggi Night in Mumbai: “Every
time audiences (critics too!) have applauded, laughed, cried or simply offered their silence
in response to some moment in the play. I (Dattani) am completely aware that it is my
character that has done the work for me”. Therefore “the whole point is that Kamlesh has
to exorcise his spirit” (Dattani 00:20:55-58), by destroying the photograph of his past
memory – must appeal to the wider spectrum of society. The resultant aphasia or the
characters’ inability to voice their own libidinal desire(s) has morphed themselves into
docile object(s) of ridicule.Their anatomy stands in complete antagonism from the culturally
invested bodies; they are signified as “an imaginary dynasty of evils destined to be passed
on for generations, it declared the furtive customs of the timid, and the most solitary of the
pretty maniacs, dangerous for the whole society” (Foucault 53).
Conclusion : Mango Soufflé is a microcosmic representation of all the human schemata –
all of its continuous repressions that go unnoticed for the sake of identification. Dattani’s
challenge towards the traditional Indian cinematography, his unveiling the unknown through
the portrayal of the known has unearthed the contextual justifications between the culture
and its products, ultimately contributing towards the construction of memory. The
participatory aspect of civility demands from its performers a complete cognitive allegiance.
In order to achieve its altruism(s), the characters are forced either to repress their memories
or to flee from the country. Dattani’s emphasis for new stomata, therefore, is the necessary
pragmatics to re-stabilize the question of human existence – which can contribute towards
a disturbance of the manifested norms, hitherto been responsible for controlling every
paradigm of individual cognition.
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Defence and Strategic Studies in Colleges and Universities :
Academic Indispensability

Subrata Ray

Abstract
Over a few decades, the arena of Defence Studies has evokedgreat importance since it
makes the young individuals adequately capable of developing their career in the national
security and national services of the nation. However, still the discipline has not developed to
that extent to be a part of Indian education system and in many cases, colleges and universities
have not been equipped enough to incorporate the discipline into academics. The paper aims
to shed light on the indispensability of Defence and Strategic Studies in colleges and universities,
specifically in strategic areas of the country.

Introduction
All subjects pertaining to the military and the instruction of soldiers and monarchs in the art of
warfare are covered in the Introduction to Defence Studies in Ancient times. The definition of
this module can be varied to include the defence strategies of nation, the art of war, and
concerns for national security, as well as observations on military organisation and the
importance of military education.All the local and international concerns that have an impact
on defence or national security are covered by the area of “defence studies”. This particular
coursework aids candidates in obtaining the proper military instruction in two different historical
and geographical contexts.In the coursework, the students are able to assist in creating holistic
strategies for governments in an effort to deal with the issues as they become more aware of
war and the difficulties it causes. Eventually, the students who have finished the programme
work in the defence industry are strongly advised to dedicate all of their efforts and knowledge
related to the Defence and National Security for the nation by joining military forces.Candidates
who complete this programme are prepared to work as Defence Logistics Officers for the
Ministry of Defence, which pays competitive pay. It is to be noted that a specialisation in
defence science promotes the advancement of military training and raises public knowledge
of concerns about national security.
Dates back to ancient times, India’s desire for a battle, or “Dharma Yudh,” remain constant.
This indicates that the necessity of a battle is only raised for the sake of the realm. The
essential value of the military code of conduct is discipline. The following list includes some of
the warrior codes or laws that the ancient Indian army adhered to.

A Kshatriya or a warrior wearing armour is not permitted to engage in combat with a
non-armoured opponent.

Ray, Subrata : Defence and Strategic Studies in Colleges and Universities : Academic Indispensability
Open Eyes, Indian Journal of Social Science, Literature, Commerce & Allied Areas, Volume 19, No. 2, Dec 2022, Page
: 51-61, ISSN 2249-4332
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Only one enemy can be engaged in combat at a time, and only then if the threat posed
by that enemy has subsided the conflict to be ended.
Men, women, and children are exempt from the encounter of military forces since the
solders are required it remain and have no right to be killed by a warrior or soldier.

Considering the inextricable presence of wars in history, military studies were treated as one
of the vital subjects in the most ancient education system of India which is also known as
Gurukul. During those days, the students were not merely involved in learning various subjects
like language, Vedas, mathematics, science and grammar, yet they also learnt the use of weapons
and the art of warfare as integral parts of defence studies. Besides, leading a life under a strict
routine makes them understand the value of discipline in daily life and defence simultaneously.
Although the military study gained equal importance like other subjects, yet the form was
unreservedly different. According to the military education system, it was mandatory for students
to go through the practice of physical education comprising all activities of strength training
like weight lifting, swimming, running. Additionally, the significance of practicing martial art is
underlined for its potential to empower the soldiers with adequate fitness for defending against
war. There were two categories of curriculum within military education. The soldiers were
initially individually trained, and then the army was trained to fight as a military unit. Interestingly,
camps for military training were established in almost every village in order to reinforce the
villagers with appropriate proficiency in self-defence.

Although the system of military studies has changed with time, yet the United Kingdom is
another country that embraces its history by leveraging the need for higher education of defence
studies. Early in the 1950s, a community of influential individuals at the University of London,
which include Lionel Robbins, Sir Charles Webster and Sir Keith Hancock, all renowned
intellectuals who had contributed to the British war effort and written the history of that effort,
concluded that military studies is required to be rehabilitated in the institution and its calibre
improved in order to portray the holistic view of war, ranging economics, society, law, and
ethics, among other topics. As quoted by Sir Michael Howard, “The history of war, I came to
realise, was more than the operational history of armed forces, it was the study of entire
societies. Only by studying their cultures could one come to understand what it was that they
fought about and why they fought in the way that they did”. Being the Board of Military
Studies’ representative at the University of London, Howard had already begun effectively
running his independent department while also developing groups of students interested in
“war and society,” including future historians Brian Bond and Peter Simkins in 1962.

Defence
The defence is a crucial component of combat since it entails a number of actions in order to
impede the enemy’s onslaught. In other words, the study of defence portrays defence as an
enactment of barricading international invaders and empowering nations with massive immunity.
Considering this note, every nation is required to focus on developing a consolidated department
of defence that provides them with a strong military force responsible for deterring war and
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maintaining national security. In the time of defending, the soldiers are required to remain
aware of the potential and actual hazards and vulnerabilities to the rights and freedoms of
common people which are constantly fluctuating due to a variety of complex social, economic,
military, and cultural elements, among others. Hence, this arena of national security seems to
adhere to six significant principles that are articulated in the DAMROD framework. This
acronym stands for, Depth
Defence in depth is a defensive measure that aims to delay an attacking army instead of
completely preventing it from moving forward.

All round defence
All-around defence is the discipline of arranging defensive resources so that military troops
effectively defeat an attack from all sides, including the front, sides, and behind.Though maximum
security arrangement depends on abundance of resources. Appropriate use and deployment
of resources may also be fruitful for security and the participation of people. Particularly the
interface between the academics. Common people and administrators may improve the
situation and may provide more assurance from the academic point of view.

Mutual support
Mutual support makes a defence stronger by guaranteeing that any attack from one place will
be met with “fire” from the other, forcing the enemy to concentrate their efforts elsewhere and
decreasing the efficacy of their onslaught. Defence and strategic studies officially invite mutual
relationship between people and academics and the more the relationship is assured better
security is also expected.

Reserves
One of the most important concepts in both defensive and offensive military strategy is the
reserve. By retaining an unaligned reserve, any military captain will have a force prepared to
reinforce or repair any vulnerable points in the defensive zone as appropriate.

Offensive spirits
The expression “The best defence is a good offence” refers to the notion that a purposeful
defensive approach will give the leader the opportunity to profit from counterattacks and
make it more difficult for the opponent to launch pre-emptive strikes.

Deception
Deception is utilised in defence to hide the actual places of the forces and to deceive the
enemy as under disguise and concealing, fatalities can be lessened and the opponent is made
to spend effort and resources for minimal return.

The national defence is the state, specifically the overall conception of a State through
which national security interests are established, planned, and propagated by the institutions
possessing legitimately appropriate authority for this purpose. The importance of having strong
armed forces and the need to protect people against various threats is a constant feature of
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our national defence. The restoration of sovereignty, territorial integrity, independence,
constitutional democracy, unity, and national interests throughout the whole process is
guaranteed by the commitment of all resources that are obtainable during any given time when
confronted with any kind of aggressive behavior, danger, security risk, uncertainty, or fight.
Since the basic purpose of the national defence is to safeguard the overall population of a
nation and the purposes of that state, it must be conducted using legitimate avenues. Thus,
National security policies include a component on defence policy. By its fundamental essence,
defence strategy is multidisciplinary that apparently incorporates all elements for strengthening
a nation and advancing its security.

It is worth noting that an intense understanding of the principles and policies can be considered
as a good testimony of well-trained and educated soldiers who are prudent to perform
outstandingly in war against enemies; however, it requires the good practice of defence studies.
A specialist audience, whose preferences and interests can be extended into numerous
expressions of national security, is necessary for the study of Strategy and Defence as a
subject. Along with the variety of topics comprising the study of peace and conflicts, the study
of National Security, Economics, International relations, Along with other topics pertaining to
the military or national security, this study of defence also addresses areas like military
psychology and sociology. Currently, security is a notion that has grown in importance yet has
been expanded beyond the perception of the average citizen of the nation. This can be attributed
to a number of factors, including a broadening of the definition of “security” and a shift like
warfare that is raising security issues in the neighbourhood of the nation.Raising awareness of
this issue is hence essential and imperative in the modern scenario of national and international
security. Many other terms, like defence and strategic studies, war and national security studies,
military science, war and strategy studies and so forth are frequently used to refer to military
research.

Strategy
Setting objectives and goals, choosing actions to accomplish the goals, and allocating resources
to carry out the activities are all common components of strategy. In relation to the military
theory, the concept of strategy can be better defined as an artistic tactic that engages defence
leaders in organising the armed forces in such an effective manner in order to confidently
secure the ultimate goals of politics and defence. However, it is undeniable that a good
understanding of the military security study aces the development of foundation for the ways
through which the armed forces are designated to be structured along with the identification of
the nature of conflicts. Moreover, In addition to facilitating the development of a panel with a
group of specialists for the administration of national security from a largely Indian standpoint
yet with a holistic approach, it aids in developing the young generation’s competence for
rational review of strategic challenges. It provides a stable forum for constant discussion
between military specialists, strategic theorists, and academicians in order to create a cross-
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domain school of thought. On the matters of regional, national, and international security, the
Division and its professors have proactively offered consulting services to federal advisory
boards and strategic security. The Department also contributes to the Indian Armed Forces in
a significant way, highlighting the value of defence studies in its scientific and academic research
while actually serving in the service. The definition of strategy is the technique or idea of
placing forces to migrate to a favourable position in a conflict. This indicates that warriors in
armies must constantly be brainstorming new strategies to use against various opponents and
rough terrain. Some of the ancient tactics are given in the following to better understand the
strategic movement of military defence.
Leadership – Military leadership is a skill that must not be easily overlooked. It is more than
a creative endeavour that depends on the courage, ability, and intellect of an individual.This
serves as one of those significant elements that significantly affect battles.

Source : https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Location-of-the-nine-border-districts-of-West-Bengal-India-grey-blue-
Sources_fig1_331241666
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Source:Ministry of development of north eastern region, north east India.
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=AJOqlzWQ9pF0gCj6CDtSDmGgx-b4KHKgGQ

Maps and Astronomy - These are necessary for travelling and traversing from one location
to another. Since there were no maps in ancient times, the military soldiers used to travel from
place to place by observing the direction of the sun and stars to determine their whereabouts.
Since the look east policy propagation the strategic importance of West Bengal and other
North Eastern states have been established for further analysis and this require detail studies
on maps and astronomy for development of areas.

Logistics – During the wars, the armies are required to be well supplied with military
necessities.To be more explicit on that issue, logistics remains crucial to winning a conflict
because it is closely related to supply-related tasks.

Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that officers or leaders of military forces are required
to possess the ability of strategic thinking that can only be gained through the possession of
good command over the knowledge pertaining to the defence and strategic studies. However,
the syllabus and activities of the study also seek for the incorporation of a visionary strategy.
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(a) Study of Military Organization - The Chaturangabala army, which included chariots,
elephants, cavalry, and infantry, was first developed by ancient armies commencing with ground
forces. In the past, the master had this military alliance in mind. As a crucial component of the
defence studies that the ancient experts presented in the form of sports, the soldiers presently
are taught the ways of using horses, elephants, and advanced weapons.Ancient times witnessed
the inception of the study of defence groups that continues to be going from strength to
strength nowadays. In fact, games like Chaturanga, Chess, wrestling and archery are also
included in defence studies in order to make the soldiers competent in managing any critical or
uncertain situations more tactfully.

Weapon skills
Ancient armies employed a wide range of weapons, which necessitates the appropriate training
and thus, soldiers train using personal weapons on a daily basis in order to master weapon
handling.Soldiers of this era were involved in studying the ways of manoeuvring a bow in
a battle as long as the mastery of bows and arrows is believed to be among the key quintessential
abilities for the-then soldiers. Additionally, a soldier requires the ability to ride and engage in
horse-to-horse combat on the battlefield.

(b) National Security - Any country or nation must contend with enemies, environmental
risks, natural calamities threats and more. In this case, understanding the different types of
dangers and skillful mitigation techniques is crucial.Interestingly, the size of the military force and
its organisational structure should be determined by a national security study in order to combat
all adversaries.

(c) The Art of War - War is characterised as a struggle between two militaries. During the
war, both of the nations are in need of deploying a wide range of strategies in order to ensure
the victory in the battleground. For the purpose of prevailing against enemy forces, it is
quintessential for the personnel of the army forces to be educated to employ a number of
different plans and tactics.

(d) Military Curriculum- It is crucial to investigate the disciplines contained in the military
program following the definition of the military science. The department if military defence
seems to concentrate on the following areas considering them as the primary research areas
for national and international security issues:

 National security

 Security issues in South Asia – traditional and non-traditional

 Arm control

 The problem of nuclear proliferation

 Conflict resolution
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 Confidence-building measures

 International terrorism

 Economic management

 Legal aspects of international security

 Maritime Safety

 Environmental safety

 Other related fields

Peace
In the elimination of animosity and violence, peace is the idea of communal friendliness and
tranquillity. Individuals are likely to abide by national standards of human rights and equity,
value diverse cultures, appreciate the Earth and one another, and possess the ability to resolve
disagreements and fight for justice without resorting to violence. Hence, peace serves as a
crucial component in achieving the fulfilment of all human rights. To be specific to this
perspective, the increment in the rate of protection, promotion and fulfilments of human rights
in the society is an illustration of the decreased rate in the rise of violence and conflicts.
Although fostering peace within a nation and also in a society is critical, yet some of the
aspects such as the widespread repercussions of conflict, fragile military solutions against
political problems and destructive nature of conflicts and sluggish development of a nation
have made this facet significant in modern society. To assist people in facing and addressing
the underlying causes and motivators of disputes and their aftereffects, concentrated effort
over a medium to long period of time are required. In order for societies to be able to withstand
shocks, handle conflicts, and respond to changes in their environments, there must be peace.
In the absence of peace, it is unlikely to be feasible to achieve the sense of commitment,
cooperation, and inclusivity necessary.

Present situation in Indian College and University
Although Defence science and Defence studies are often used as interchangeable terminology,
yet they can easily be differentiated from each other on the basis of good understanding. In
addition to studying battle, fighting, and the theory and use of organised coercive force, military
science also analyses military organisations, processes, and behaviour, while on other hand,
Defence studies are dependent on the interdisciplinary techniques due to its broader expansion
in modern academics by articulating international terrorism, Military History, National security
services more. While Defence science has long been successful in occupying a good position
as an important subject in the Indian education system, Military Studies is still found to be
currently taught barely in a handful of colleges or universities in India. Dr. A.N. Jha, the vice
chancellor of the University of Allahabad at the time, spearheaded the move to add Defence
Studies as a curriculum at the University in 1940. In 1965, the department began instructing
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the topic at the levels of research and postgraduate. Apart from that, the University of Madras
has become eminent for taking the initiative of offering the opportunity of distance learning in
Defence and Strategic Studies to the interested students in 1981; however, this university
seems to offer courses on the similar subjects at the levels of undergraduate, post-graduation,
MPhil and PhD. Not only Allahabad and Chennai, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand are the states that also
encourage the colleges and Universities to educate the students who are interested in Defence
and Strategic Studies. DeenDayalUpadhyaya Gorakhpur University, at Gorakhpur in Uttar
Pradesh, Guru Nanak College at Chennai, Bundelkhand University at Kanpur, and
Dr.Ambedkar Arts College at Tamil Nadu also offers the scope of learning Defence and
Strategic studies.  In 2002, several schools in Maharashtra introduced the students with this
subject at secondary levels. However, still the number of such colleges and Universities offering
the opportunity of learning this subject at postgraduate levels are less in India in comparison
with other countries in the world.

Present situation in the College and University in West Bengal
Considering the importance of Defence and Strategic Studies for accelerating the development
of the nation, West Bengal is another state that has come forward to encourage a number of
colleges and Universities to treat the education of Defence and Strategic studies as one of the
major subjects. In West Bengal, some colleges that are affiliated under state Universities like
the University of Calcutta, West Bengal State University atBarasat, University of Kalyani,and
the University of Burdwan have been found for paying their major attention on the Study of
Defence and strategy at undergraduate level. Despite being regarded as a crucial subject at a
number of Indian institutions and universities, the subject of Defence and Strategic Studies
has witnessed a severe failure instead of blooming due to lack of scope for achieving the
degree of Honours at the under-graduation level. Moreover, the absence of opportunities for
doing Masters or Post-graduation in the same field seems to create obstacles in conducting
an extensive research as well. However, the root-causes of those problems are lying in the
issue of unavailability of competent and efficient faculties who has the power of educating
students with in-depth knowledge and understanding regarding the study of Defence and
Strategic Studies.

Methodology
Since this study is engaged in analysing the importance of study in Defence and strategic
Defence in colleges and Universities, the entire research extensively relies on the qualitative
research method. In this due course, I have taken the help of various online sources for
gathering adequate and updated information and conducting this specific research. The
adequacy, validity and credibility of this study is thoroughly maintained throughout the research
process since the availability of official websites of the above mentioned colleges and Universities
as well as the coordination of the faculties associated with those colleges and Universities of
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West Bengal and India throughout the interview process has helped me to derive authentic
information that I have further incorporated into this study.

Conclusion
The analysis invites more opportunities to develop the scope and arouse academic and strategic
interest for the study in Defence and Strategic studies in colleges and Universities. Defence
studies should be taught to all the students of a country and thus, every school, college and
University in India require to introduce this subject as a major one in the academic syllabus in
order to meet the standard of the policy relevant with Defence studies. Besides, the opportunity
of conducting plenty of researches still require concrete policy decision involving multidisciplinary
studies which definitely include disciplines like, economics, international relations, history,
psychology aswell as geography, diplomacy, environment, etc. An appropriate training program
and integration of knowledge sharing process may be able to give rise to the community of
competent teachers so that each student of India can possess a commendable knowledge
over war, discipline, defence and military strategy as well.
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Abstract :
The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 proposer to transform education. The NEP 2020
is a special stage of advancement in the education system. It focuses on the holistic development
of students by ensuring access, relevance, equity, quality and strong foundational learning.
The NEP also announces the formulation of a new and comprehensive National Curriculum
Framework for School Education, NCFSE 2020-2021, which will be revisited and updated
once in every 5 or 10 years.
Keywords: National Education Policy 2020, School Education, Higher Education,
Implementation Strategy.

Introduction:
The education policy 2020 aims to restructure both school education and higher education in
India. And they also renamed the union Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD)
Ministry of Education, as proposed in NEP, to bring focus back on education and learning.
This policy was submitted to K. Kasturirangan in May, 2019. New Education Policy was
launched on Wednesday, July 29, 2020. Union Ministry for Information and Broadcasting
Prakash Javadekar And Human Resource Development Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank,
made the announcement of the NEP-2020. NEP 2020 focus on Literature & Scientific
Vocabulary of Indian Languages, strengthening National Institute for promotion of classical
Languages & Literature.
Objectives of the Study:
The Objective of the Study on National Education Policy 2020 are:

To Understand the Newly Pedagogical Structure of school Education.
To Understand The Newly Accepted School Education.
To Understand The Newly Accepted Higher Education.

Principles of NEP 2020:
Innovation in Diversity :
In all curriculum, Pedagogy, and Policy.
Neutrality :
Equity of all educational decision making.
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 Participation in social activities:
Encourage and facility for social activities.
Unique Capabilities:
Recognizing, Identifying them in each student.
Creative thinking:
To influence logical thinking & creative innovation.

Target of NEP 2020:
ECCE for all by 2030
Achieve 100% Gross Enrolment Ratio in school education by 2030.
50% Ger higher Education by 2035
Teachers to be prepared for Assessment reforms by 2023.
Inclusive & Equitable Education System by 2030.

Transforming Curricular & Pedagogical Structure:

 A Study on National Education Policy 2020 : Future Education System

Existing Academic
Structure

2 Years
(Age 16 to 18)

10 Years
(Age 6 to 16)

New Academic
Structure

4 Years
(Age 9 to 12)

3 Years
Class 6 to 8

(Age 11 to 14)

3 Years
Class 3 to 5
(Age 8 to 11)

2 Years
Class 1 & 2
(Age 6 to 8)

3 Years
Anganwadi/Pre-school/

Balvatika
(Age 3 to 6)
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New Pedagogical and Curricular Structure of School Education (5+3+3+4) :

Secondary Stage (4) multidisciplinary study, greater critical thinking, flexibility and
student choice of Subject
Middle Stage (3) Experimental learning in the Sciences, Mathematics, Arts, Social
Sciences, And Humanities.
Preparatory Stage (3) Play, discovery, and activity- based and interactive classroom
learning
Foundational Stage (5) Multilevel, Play/ Activity – based learning.

Curriculum:
Core Essentials
Critical thinking
Interactive classes
Experiential learning
Competency- based education
Integration of subject
Development of Scientific temper
Focus on children with disability
Reduce weight of school bags
Health check up

Innovative Pedagogy:
� Experiential Learning

Focus on experiential and story-telling and Discovery- based learing method

� Integrated Pedagogy:
Arts , sports, Story- telling and ICT- integrated pedagogy

� Equal Weightage:
No separation between curricular, co-curricular activities

� Use of integration technology:
Integration of technology enabled pedagogy in classes 6- 12

School Education:
Bal Bhavan : Art related, Careerer related, And Play relaed Activities
Samajik Chetna Kendras: To promote Social, Intellectual, And Voluntary Activities.
Planning
Health Check-up

Teacher Education:
NPE 2020 Proposed New 4 Years Integrated B.ED
� B.ED degree for 1 year after completed post graduate.
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� B.ED degree for 2 year after completed Under graduate
� B.ED degree for 4 year after completed Higher Secondary
New And Comprehensive National Curriculum Framework For Teacher
Education by 2021
National Higher Education Regulatory Council (NHERC), Function as single
point regulator for Higher Education Sector including Teacher Education.

Teacher Recruitment and deployment:
Strengthening TETs, For all Teachers across Foundational, Preparatory, Middle
And Secondary Stage in Public School.
Teach based planning for teacher recruitment

New Features in School Education:
ECCE for all by 2030: NCF for ECCE
Preparatory Class / Balvatika for 5-6 year olds
National Foundational Literacy and Numeracy Mission
School preparation module for all class 1 entrants
Special Education Zones
Gender Inclusion Fund; KGBVs upto class 12
Reduction in curriculum to core concept
Holistic Report card
Medium of instruction mother tongue / local languages/ regional language at least upto
grade 5
National Assessment Centre – PARAKH
Vocational education from middle stage
Lok Vidya – local artistes as master instructors in school
National professional Standards for Teachers by 2022
Special provisions for Gifted children
TEIs to move to multidisciplinary colleges and universities by2030
Mandatory for every PhD student to do a module on teacher education
School complex / clusters for resource

New features in Higher Education:
HEIs will be transformed into large multidisciplinary universities, college, and HEIs
clusters / knowledge hubs.
Undergraduate degree either 3 or 4- year duration multiple exist option.
4 year multidisciplinary Bachelor’s programme
Multidisciplinary Education and Research Universities (MERUs) will be set up.

 A Study on National Education Policy 2020 : Future Education System

 

B.ED integrated for 4 year  

  

B.ED for 2 years 

  

B.ED for 1 year 
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Making institution autonomous.
 Professional academic and career counselling
Industrialization of education will allow entry of foreign universities, learner Financial
support for students- National Scholarship portal expanded
Professional education integral part of the higher education.
Stand- alone technical Universities, health science universities, legal and agricultural
universities, aim to become multi- disciplinary Institution.
National Institute for Pali, Persian, and Prakrit will be set up
All education Institutions will be held to similar standard of audit and disclosure.
Effort to preserve and promote all Indian languages including classical, tribal, and
endangered languages will be undertaken
Indian Institution of translation and Interpretation to be established
Central advisory Board of education will be strengthened, remodelled and rejuvenated
for developing, articulating, evaluating and revising the vision of education.

Centre of Performance Assessment:
 Create National Centre For, Performance Assessment Review And Analysis of
Knowledge for Holistic Development (PARAKH)

� Objectives of PARAKH
� Setting Norms, Standard And Guidelines For Assessment And Evaluation.
� Conducting State And National Achievement Survey.
� Monitoring Achievement of Learning Outcome in the Country.

Indian Culture, language, and Values:
Study to Literature & Scientific vocabulary of Indian Languages
Language Faculty
Research on Languages
Cultural awareness of our Indian Knowledge Systems
Promoting Traditional Arts / Lok Vidya

Use of Technology:
Use of technology in -
Education Planning
Teaching, learning & Assessment
Administration & Management
Virtual Labs
National Education Technology Forum (NEFT)
Digitally Equipping Schools, Teachers Ad Students

Conclusion:
The National Education Policy 2020 is the first education policy of the 21 century and aims to
address the many growing development imperatives of our country. The new education policy
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emphasizes discovery learning, learning by doing that will help the learner to make independent.
The new education policy must help re-establish teachers, at all levels, as the most respected
and essential members of our society. NEP 2020 is moving towards to achieve 100% literacy
in India by improving quality of Indian education.
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